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A concept of equi -assignment is introduced and characterized by means of a property based 
on the Euclidean algorithm fat findir 2 l..e greatest common divisor. Then a set of optimal 
solutions of a particu!ar discrete optimization problem is found by determining a suitable 
equi-assignment. 
Throughout this paper Z+ and lE3 will denote the set of all nonnegative integers 
and the set (0, l}, respectively. Define 
@= fill& where lEI”=BNE3~ l 0 l NB. 
n= 
- 
Consider the graph (cycle) G,,, = (V,,,, Sz,) Caere V, = (0, 1, . . . , m - 1) is the 
set of the vertices and a,,, = ((0, l), (1,2) . . . ( m-2,m-l),(m-1,O))iethesetof 
the edges. We will say that the elements of a set Jc V’ are m-consecutive iff the 
subgraph of G,,, whose vertices are the elements of J and whose edges are those 
of (n, joining two elements of J, is connected. Let Jr,m = {J c V~ : l.JI = P and the 
elements of J are m-consecutive). 
Every element of Bm can be regarded as an assignment of n? O-l weights to the 
vertices of G,. We will say that x = (x0, . . . , x,_~)EIEB~ is an equi-assignment iff
the inequality 
holds for every (J1, 52) E .I:, and whatever the integer r (0 c r~ m) may be. 
Consider now the following problem: 
Let t and m be integers such that 0 s t s m; 
find all the elements of lBm which are equi-assignments 
I with exactly t positive components. 
(1) 
*The results of this pap er were presented at the Tenth Symposium or1 Mathematical Fkogramming 
(MONTREAL-1979). 
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Denote by E(r, m) the set of solutions of problem (1). In the next part of this 
section E(t, m) will be determined by means of a procedure based on the 
Euclidean algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor between f and m. 
Besides it will be shown that in E(t, m) every element is a cyclic transformation of 
zny other. 
Denote by u (“) the null n-vector and by e (N the n-vector with only the first 
component equal to one and all the others equal to zero. For every d EP, the 
function tid from B to fi is defined by 
4d(~g, . . . , x,_.~) = (e(d+xo), e(d+Xl), . . . , e(d+xm-l)) 
=(l,O,. . . ,o, l,O,. . . ,o,. . . , l,O,. . . ,O). 
v- - 
d+xo d+x, d+k-1 
Let u = (I)(), u1, . . . , q,) be a positive integer vector. We define the function t$” as 
the compositions of the functions #‘i, i = 0, . . . , n, i.e. @” = &‘oo 4U~o 8 l l o&k 
Given two integers m, f, (0 C t s m) let qo,. . . , & and rl, . . . , rk be integers uch 
that: 
m =qot +r,, Osr,ct, 
t =qg1 +r2, Oe,cr,, 
l . . . . 
Let 4 = (%, ql,. . . , Q). Now we a re able to state the main result of this section’: 
Theorem 1. A vector x E IEB” is an equi-assignment with exactly t positive compo- 
nents ifl it is a cyclic transformation of Qiq (u(Q)). 
2. Explicit solutions of a particular discrete optimization problem 
Consider the following discrete optimization problem: 
m-l 
min C Xj, 
j=o 
XjEZ+ j=O,...,m-1 
CW 
VW 
(2d 
where m, k, b are positive integers and k c m. Problem (2abc) is; defined by the 
3-tuple (m, k, b) and hence it will be denoted by P(m, k, b). Such a problem was 
‘A sketch of the proofs of this Theorem and of Theorem 2 which appears in Section 2 are given in 
the appendix. 
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originated in [2] as the formulation of a particular scheduling problem and in [l] a 
set of its optimal solutions has been characterized and explicitly determined by 
means of continued fractions. The next theorem shows how to find a set of 
optimal solutions of P( m, k, 6) by determining an element of E(t, m). 
Theorem 2. Let m, k, b be nonnegative integers (k G m). iet2 
t=[~~-~~J m and x=(x0,. . *, x,_~)E E(t, m). 
is an optimal solution of P(m, k, b). 
It follows from Theorem 2 that the optimal value of P(m, k, 6) is [h/k] for any 
nonnegative integers m, k, b. We remark that if x E E( t, m) then every cyclic 
transformation of x belongs to E(t, m); hence, by using Theorem 1 and Theorem 
2 we are able to determine explicitly a set of optimal solutions of P(m, k, 6). Pt is 
possible to show that such a set is the same as that one which is determined in [l]. 
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We will give a sketch of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. haore details and 
other results related to the problems (1) and (2abc) can be found in [3,4]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let r_l = m, r, = t, rk+l= 0. Denote by 8 n the ordinary 
difference between integers mod n. Let h E (0, 1, . . . k} and consider x E 
2 Lz] and [zl denote the greatest 
than or equal to t, respectively. 
integer less than or equal to z and the smallest integer greater 
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E(rh, ql-l). set 
I(X) = (i : Xi = l), 
dij S jeh_,& Vi, id(x); 
di (x) = min dij(x), Vi E I(X); 
jeZ(x)-{i) 
d(x)= min di(x); 
iaZ(x) 
II(X) = {i E I(x> : di(x) = d(x)}; 
1J~)={i~I(~):di(x)=d(x)+l}. 
It is possible to prove the following assertions: 
(A. 1) The inequalities d(x) s di(x) G d(x) + 1 hold Vi E I(x). 
(A.3 d(x)= qb cardinal@ of I,(x) = rh - rh+l, cardinality of &(X) = rh+r. 
(A.3) If h = k, then x E E(rk, rk_ 1 ) zff it is a cyclic transformation of @qr(u(rJ). 
(A.3) follows from (A.2) and it proves Theorem 1 in the special case k = 0. Let us 
consider now the general case k > 0 and assume h C k. Let I(x) = {i,, . . . , irk_,) 
with i,< ii C l l l C a_, and set 
n,(X)= dij(x) for j ~0, . . . , rh+ 
n(x) = UMX), h(x), . . l 9 n,_,W). 
Because of (A.l) and (A.2) we have that n(x) is an element of B’h with exactly 
rh_el positive components. Furthermore it can be proved that 
= Eh %-I) iff nb)E &,+I, rd. (A-4) 
The next assertion follows from (A.4) and from the definition of the function 
SDqh : 
y E Eb,+l, rh) iff @“(y) E Ekh, rh- 1). (A.9 
Since (A.3) implies aqk( drk’) E E( r,, rk_. i j by using more times (AS) we have 
@q(u(rk)) E E( t, m). Thus sufficiency is proved by remarking that every cyclic 
transformation of any element of E(t, m) is still an element of E(t, m). Let us 
prove necessity. Let x E E(t, rat) and define l?@)(x) = n (I?(x)), n(3) (x) = 
lI(II(*)(x)) and so iteratively fl(“)(x: j = lYf(17’k-1) (x ). It is not difficult to see that x 
is a cyclic transformation of (PG(@h( . . . @k-l(.llck)(x)) . . . )). On the other hand, 
it follows from (A.3) and (A.4) that Utk)(x) is a cyclic transformation of @qk(ucrk)). 
This implies that @s@Dql(. . l @Q*-~(P)(x) l l 0)) is a cyclic transformation of 
@q(u(rk)) and ithus we have necessity. 
Proof of theoiTem 2. Set p == b - [b/k] k. It is possible to prove the following 
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statement: 
(A.6) if x belongs to E(t, m), then CjEJ xi 3 fl WE J(k, m). 
it follows from (A.6) that the inequality 
;Pkl;l+P-b 
holds V J E .I&,, hence y satisfies (2bcj. moreover we have . 
Since the optimal value of the linear program (2.ab) is mWk, we have proved the 
optimality of y. 
